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Vice Chancellor's Message

Tociay we areJaced with a number o/cKaKenges. We have choices, but these are ojten constrained by availability
0/resources. Higher education in India is/acing many probleTns and solutions are yet to be devised. There seems
to be a large gap between the academic goals and resources that can be made available to achieve these and other
parallel goals. It is a commonly drawn conclusion that our academic aspirations have iejt little space/or our social
commitment and we too have cared little to draw ourselves into this active domain 0/social justice. Krishna Kanta
CO

Handiqui State Open University hasjust experienced a ten yearjourney. Certainly it is not a too long walhjbr KKHSOU
to bring into its ambit a massive intellectual and structural change. However, it is ajourneyfull ofsignijtcant lessons,
diverse experiences and an indicatoro/its social concern. We have already released our Vision Document:2030 whereby
we have brought into the public domain two phases 0/aspirations—jirstly at the regional level and secondly at the
transnational level. Further, our vision document aptly captures our social commitment in theform o/two missions—
APJ Abdul Kalam Students' Welfare Mission and Mother Teresa Social Welfare Mission. Both 0/these approaches are

clear deductionsJrom our central motto—'education beyond barriers'. Open education is ojten viewed as a m^'or tool
to reach those for whom conventional mode 0/ getting education is not easy. However, the currently adopted ha^
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principles by the Ministry o/Human Resources and University Grants Commission have created enormous dijiculties
for smoothfunctioning ofthe Open Universities across the country. Whereas the online mode 0/delivering education is

gaining momentum across the globe, our continued/ailure at the highest level to understand its importance clearly
obstructs the spread ofeducation in this remote part. In that case, we need a renewed outlook and must keep ourselves
abreast ofcurrent changes and challenges. Moreover,our learner base that comprises o_f1,20,000 individuals is a sound
example ofour success in terms ofpenetration and suitability ofour course materials and academic programmes. The
state Government has recently acknowledged KKHSOU's contributions and asked the students who are not getting
admission in conventional colleges to pursue higher education in our universify. Certainly it is a great privilegefor us
to serve these learners and make them available our self learning materials(SLM) to pursue higher studies. It seems to
us that our SLMs are quite at par with other reading materials available in the conventional system. We are indeed
happy that one of our learners (with registration number 11007100375, Study Centre; Assam Siksha Academy:
Code—1516) Runav Ramchiary has successfully passed ACS examination which clearly shows competitive advantage of
our course work and study materials. Runav is d^nitely a source 0/continued inspiration to our learner communify.
We sincerely hope that our 54 academic programmes will enlighten our learners and contribute successfully to build
their confidence to appear in various competitive examinations. KKHSOU'sfuture activities will concretely concentre to
bring into its domain certain targets to be achieved from the point of view 0/ social justice and social
commitment. We at KKHSOU are committed to uplift this institution of higher education into a distinguished
social institution 0/the region.
Hitesh Deka
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The University aims at achieving academic

VwionilocwncnC ofopen vamty

excellence even as It seeks to reach out to its

diverse stakeholders in meaningful ways.

Krishna Kanta Handiqui

State Open University

KKHSOU
INITIATIVES
rdLicaiton BiSyriri. i l"-,.
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From the Editors

In pursuit of our collective vision of achieving
the status as a premier people's universityy Krishna
Kanta Handiqui State Open University in its
renewed commitment and zeal, has chalked out a
road map in the form of the recently launched
'Vision Document 2030* with the aim of

providing quality Open University experience in
the region. The framework of the Vision
Document spells out the larger aims and goals
which the University seeks to achieve in the
years to come. The defined goals that the-

University has set for itself will go a long way in
strengthening our academic rigour and also
provide us sufficient scope in expanding our
horizon so as to offer a value-oriented space for
its diverse stakeholders.

As a mark of its commitment to the society, the
University has launched a community welfare
fund under the banner of "Mother Teresa Social

Welfare

Mission" and "APJ

Abdul

Kalam

Students' Welfare Mission" for the benefit of

meritorious but economically disadvantaged
learners. These social initiatives are expected to
make a significant difference to the lives of
many.

The first half of the year had witnessed some
interesting
Convention

events
on

such

"Crisis

as
in

the
the

Academic
Institutions

imparting education in the Mother Tongue and
Societal Responsibility towards this Crisis", the
release of KKHSOU Vision Document 2030,
Round Table on Assam Assembly Elections, 2016,

celebration of International Women's Day and
International Day of Yoga to mention a few.

With its multiple and progressive endeavours,
the university seeks to meaningfully reach out to
its diverse community of learners and the society
at large.
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TWO-DAY ACADEMIC CONVENTION ON

"CRISIS IN THE INSTITUTIONS IMPARTING EDUCATION
IN THE MOTHER TONGUE AND SOCIETAL
RESPONSIBILITY TOWARDS THIS CRISIS"

A two-day Academic Convention on "Crisis in the Institutions imparting education in the

Mother Tongue and Societal Responsibility towards, this Crisis" was organised by
KKHSOU on 30th and 31st January 2016 at Guwahati Commerce College. The
convention was attended by a host of eminent personalities and educationists from

Assam. A host of issues relating to the state of affairs in the institutions imparting

education in the mother tongue with possible societal interventions to address the
situation were earnestly deliberated upon.
In his inaugural lecture, the former Vice Chancellor of Gauhati University, Professor
Amarjyoti Choudhury spoke of the philosophical aspect of language aimed at overall

uplift ofsociety and humanity at large. In a region like North East India, characterized by
linguistic and cultural diversity, language can be a powerful tool to preserve the diverse
socio-cultural mosaic of this vibrant region.

On the second day of the convention, prominent intellectual. Dr. Hiren Gohain in his

lecture stressed on the effects of Globalisation upon the developing world including India
which faces a series of threats at present owing to unbridled globalisation.

...j
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The conference concluded after charting out the following decisions:
• It is the responsibility of the parents and guardians to make their children love their
mother tongue

• English as a subject should be fruitfully taught in institutions imparting instruction
in the mother tongue.

• The quality of curricula as well as the study materials(text books)from the primary
up to the higher levels in Assam must be consistently maintained.

• From primary level onwards the teachers ofdifferent subjects must be given proper
training for enhancement of their teaching skills.

• Infrastructure and the academic environment of the schools must be developed and
the concept of provincialisation must be discarded.

• Translation of textbooks must be given due importance. The universities of this
region should consider taking translation projects of the text books under the
National Translation Mission of the Government of India.
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WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATED
AT KKHSOU
Krishna Kanta Handiqui State Open University celebrated the
International Women's Day at its headquarters in Rani, Patgaon on
8th March, 2016. To mark the occasion, the Surya Kumar Bhuyan
School of Social Sciences of the University organised a talk on
"Tradition and Gender". The talk was delivered by Professor Meeta

Deka of the Department of History, Gauhati University. The talk
witnessed a gathering of the KKHSOU fraternity including the
officials, academic as well as non-academic staff of the University.

Professor Deka, in her talk, explained the concepts of gender and
tradition and pointed out that tradition at times preserves gender
inequality.

Spring-Summer, 2016
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KKHSOU CO-nOSTS INTERNATIONAL
GONFERENCE ON CLIMATE SCIENCE

Krishna Kanta Handiqui State Open University was one of
the co-hosts of the International Conference on Climate
Science along with Center for Southeast Asian Studies

(SEAS), Kyoto University, Japan and International
Consortium for Earth and Development Sciences (ICEDS),
■

:

Kagawa University, Japan. The conference was organised by
the Interdisciplinary Climate Research Center (ICRC),
Cotton College on 7th and 8th March 2016 at Cotton

'.I' ;;i:
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College, Guwahati.The theme of the two-day conference
was "Frontiers of Climate Research to Enhance Cooperation
of Climate Information and Services for Sustainable
Development Planning in North East India." The conference

deliberated on the current and emerging concepts pertaining
to regional climate in North-east India and various aspects
of the South Asia Monsoon including its predictability and
••

.

, ... .

variability in temporal and spatial

-

dimensions. The

conference also explored possible areas for carrying out
research on climate issues. Professor Prasant Goswami,
Director, NISTADS, New Delhi delivered the keynote
address on "Regional climate change: Science and
Challenges for Adaptation and Mitigation." The conference

...

was marked by the presence of some world renowned
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experts in the field of climate science such as Dr Ajit Tyagi,
India's permanent representative for World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO); Professor T Hayashi from Kyoto
University, Japan; Melvil Pereira, Director, NESRC,
Guwahati; Toru Terao, Kagawa University, Japan; Subashisa
Dutta, IIT, Guwahati and KV Ramesh, CSIR Fourth
Paradigm Institute, Bangalore to name a few.

Horizon

"ROUND TABLE ON ASSAM ASSEMBLY ELECTION,2016"
ORGANIZED BY KKHSOU
Krishna

Kanta Handiqul

State

Open

University organised a Round Table on
Assam Assembly Elections, 2016 at the
Indian Institute of Bank Management

(IIBM), Khanapara, Guwahati, on 9th
March,

2016.

The

sessions

were

moderated by Shri Prasanta Rajguru,
Editor, Amar Asom. Eminent personalities
like Shri Haider Hussain, Shri Noni Gopal
Mahanta, Smt. Maini

Mahanta, Shri

Mayur Bora, Shri L. P. Deka and other
participants from diverse backgrounds
took active part in the discussions. Apart

from
the
KKHSOU
faculties,
representatives from Gauhati University,
Cotton College State University, Cotton
College, Arya Vidyapeeth College, K.C
Das Commerce College, Dispur College,

Pub Kamrup College also took part in the

and Human Centric Development and
Poverty reduction were highlighted as the
burning issues for the coming Assembly
Elections. During the course of the
deliberations it was unanimously agreed

that the civil society has a significant role
to play in wiping out corruption from the
social milieu. Further, the growth of
opportunist tendencies among the masses
needs to be curbed so that we could ensure

the sustenance of a healthy democracy.

discussion. The key theme of the Round

Table revolved around issues pertinent to

On a positive note the Hon'ble Vice

the 2016 Assembly elections such as

Chancellor of KKHSOU, Dr. Hitesh Deka

Corruption, Crisis of Leadership, Identity
Crisis, Human Resource Development,

called for a general awareness on the part
of the civil society and especially the
teachers in weeding out corruption from
the society and shaping the youth in a way
whereby they can ethically serve the
society.

Rural Empowerment, Protection of Land,
Social Morality, Social Security, Women's
Participation, Administrative
Reforms,
Implementation of Specific Tribal Policy

(11
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Ph.D. degree awarded to

KKHSOU Faculty Members

Ms. Chayanika Senapati,Assistant Professor in the Department of Management,
KKHSOU has been awarded the degree of Doctor of Philosophy on P' February,
2016 by Gauhati University for her thesis titled "An Analytical Approach to

Examine Interaction between Job Satisfaction and Home Life Satisfaction among
Public Sector and Private Sector Employees in Guwahati". She carried out her

research work under the guidance of Dr. Rinalini Pathak Kakati, Associate

Professor, Department of Business Administration, Gauhati University, Guwahati.

Shri Devajeet Goswami, Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Commerce, KKHSOU,
has been
awarded the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy on 1 st April, 2016 by Gauhati
University for his thesis titled "A Study
on the Agricultural Marketing Practices
in Assam with Special Reference to the
Assam State Agricultural Marketing
under the guidance of Dr. Padmalochan

Ms. Priti Salila Rajkhowa, Academic
Consultant in the Department of
History, KKHSOU has been awarded

Hazarika, Professor, Department of
Commerce,
Gauhati
University,

the degree of Doctor of Philosophy on
28'*' June,2016 by Dibrugarh University

Guwahati.

for her thesis titled 'Satras in Colonial

Board." He carried out his research work

Assam; A Study of their Responses to
the
Contemporary
Socio-Political
Issues'. She carried out her research

work under the guidance of Professor
DambarudharNath,Professor, Shri Shri

Aniruddhadeva Chair, Department of
History,
Dibrugarh
University,
Dibrugarh.
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RELEASE OF VISION DOCUMENT:2030
KRISHNA KANTA HANDIQUI STATE OPEN UNIVERSITY,GUWAHATI

VISION DOCUMENT;2030 ®
h,2016

With the vision of creating "an international
democracy of knowledge" while celebrating the
richness and diversity of cultures, Krishna Kanta
Handiqui State Open University in its collective
vision, aims to emerge as one of the leading
peoples' university in the region of North-East
India and as a "trans-national University" in the
region of South-East Asia. The formal
inauguration of the 'Vision Document: 2030' was

organised by the University at Hotel Rajdhani
Regency and released jointly by the chief guest
Dr Mridul Hazarika, Vice Chancellor, Gauhati
University and the distinguished guest Professor
Tabu Ram Taid on BO^'' March,2016. The welcome
address was offered by Shri Rajat Baran
Mahanta, Registrar, KKHSOU and the function

was smoothly conducted by Dr. Arupjyoti
Choudhury, Dean (Academic) of the University.
Dr. Hitesh Deka, Vice Chancellor, KKHSOU in his

speech, expressed the collective aspirations of
the university to translate the Vision Document

into
a
positive
reality
through
the
implementation of a Strategic and Action Plan
(SAP) that would encompass both the
educational sphere of the North-East India, as
well as, the South East-Asian region within the
next decade. Noting the first impression of the
university's Vision Document, Dr Mridul

Hazarika, Vice Chancellor, GU, In his inaugural

speech appreciated the optimism and collective
strength of the KKHSOU family for its progressive
approach towards chartering new goals and
pathways that would determine the future of the
University and the society in the near future. In
his message, he stated that "every individual
must coincide with the growth of the institution"
and reiterated the necessity of widespread
quality education across the region and beyond.
Dr. Hazarika expressed his hope that the
University would reflect and stand as a symbol of
the society in the future to come.

In the speech that followed, Professor Tabu Ram
Taid provided an insight on the significance of a
strategically implemented Vision Document with
a global perspective while maintaining the
regional focus on the philosophy of the Look East

Policy.

In

addition

to

rhaintaining

the

acceptability, compatibility with the objectives
set for the University in its Act necessitating
amendments of the Vision Document as and

when required, he opined that it is crucial for the

University to uphold the value of the University's
vision and to take up its larger responsibilities in
pursuit of educational excellence. The function

was concluded with a vote of thanks offered by
Dr. Dibyajyoti Mahanta, Dean (Study Centre) of
the University.
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'heads OF DDL
INSTITUTIONS

MOTHER TERESA SOCIAL

INAUGURATION OF

WELFARE MISSION AND

KKHSOU STUDY CENTRE

THE APJ ABDUL KALAM

AT MANGALDOI

STUDENTS'WELFARE

DISTRICT JAIL

MISSION- NOBLE

INITIATIVES BY KKHSOU
KKHSOU has undertaken two very important
initiatives reflecting the University's strong
commitment to the society. A Community
Welfare Fund under the banner of Mother
Teresa Social Welfare Mission has been created

from University resources and voluntary
contributions from employees of the University
to be used on different occasions calling for
public intervention including natural calamities
and disaster situations.
A students' welfare mission called the APJ
Abdul Kalam Students' Welfare Mission has

also been launched by KKHSOU to provide
scholarships for the economically
disadvantaged but meritorious students.

A study centre of K.K.Handiqui State Open
University was inaugurated at Mangaldoi
District Jail on 12*^ June, 2016. The study
centre was inaugurated in collaboration with
Brilliant Academy, Mangaldoi. With the
opening of this study centre, the number of
KKHSOU study centres for jail inmates has
risen to five, the other four being the study
centres at Central Jail, Guwahati; Central Jail,

Jorhat; Central Jail, Abhayapuri and Biswanath
Chariali District Jail. It may be mentioned here
that KKHSOU has been offering the
opportunity for education to the jail inmates in
Assam free of cost. The inaugural function of
the KKHSOU study centre at Mangaldoi
District Jail was attended by
Dr. Hitesh Deka, Hon'ble Vice Chancellor of
KKHSOU,Shri Rajat Baran Mahanta,
Registrar of KKHSOU,Smt. Jamuna Saharia

Kalita, Principal of Brilliant Academy, Shri
COLLABORATION
BETWEEN KKHSOU AND
ICFAI

Jyotirmoy Chakraborty, Inspector General of
Police cum-Additional Director General of

Police, Gautam Barua, District and Sessions

Judge, Shri Guru Jyoti Das, Member of

Legislative Assembly from Mangaldoi and a
host of other officials from district

The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts
of India University, Tripura(ICFAI University)

administration as well as several intellectuals.

has entered into a collaboration with

The inaugural function also witnessed the

KKHSOU in order to make use of KKHSOU's

performance of a play and presentation of a

instructional materials in print format designed
and developed for the D.El.Ed. programnme.

chorus by the jail inmates.
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KKHSOU CELEBRATES
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA
For the second consecutive year, KKHSOU celebrated the
International Day of Yoga in collaboration with the
Purbanchal Yoga Mahavidyalaya on the 21" June, 2016 at
District Library, Guwahati. The dignitaries present on the
occasion were Dr. Hitesh Deka, Vice Chancellor, KKHSOU;

Shri Rajat Baran Mahanta, Registrar, KKHSOU; Dr.
Arupjyoti Choudhury, Dean (Academic), KKHSOU; Chief
Guest Dr. Gopalji; Guest of Honour, Dr. Anil Sharma;
Yogacharya Shri Subhashish and Dr. Dinesh Baishya,
Principal of Purbanchal Yoga Mahavidyalaya and other key
officials of the University. The programme began with a yoga
demonstration by students of the Purbanchal Yoga

Mahavidyalaya followed by a violin recital presented by Smt.

t

Bomali Choudhury.

Following the inaugural ceremony of lighting oflamps by the
dignitaries, the Honourable Vice Chancellor Dr. Hitesh Deka
addressed the gathering and formally declared the opening of
the programme. In his inaugural speech, Dr. Deka lauded the
renewed efforts of the Honorable Prime Minister of India,

Shri Narendra Modi, for stirring the nation's interests towards
the ancient traditions of yoga. Further, he highlighted the
extensive role of women towards the welfare of their families
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and the healthy and holistic development of today's youth.
This was followed by a speech delivered by Dr. Anil Sharma
who traced the historical development of Yoga and also spoke
on the benefits of curative therapy in present day context. Dr.

Gopalji in his speech highlighted the importance of
adhyatmikata (spirituality) In individuals, introduction ot
yoga in educational cumcuia, scientific aspects of yoga and
the

humanitarian

foundation

of

yoga (vasudhayam

kutumbakkam). Dr. Dinesh Baishya in his speech emphasised
on the importance of yoga in our everyday lives and its
beneficial aspects. The celebrations of the Yoga day ended on
a positive note with two remarkable yoga group
demonstrations presented by the students of the Purbanchal
Yoga Mahavidyalaya.
iTRT
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VISIT OF HIS EXCELLENCY

THE GOVERNOR OF ASSAM AND

HONOURABLE CHANCELLOR,
K.K.HANDIQUI STATE OPEN UNIVERSITY
of

round development. In this context, he

K.K.Handiqui State Open University, His

emphasized that the State of Assam has

Excellency the Governor of Assam Shri

ample potential to undertake and develop a
wide range of economically viable
activities such as horticulture, organic

The

Honourable

Chancellor

Padmanabha Balakrishna Acharya, paid a
visit to the University headquarters at
Patgaon, Rani Gate on 29^ June, 2016.

farming, pisciculture and other farm

The Honourable Chancellor interacted
with the members of the Board of

related sustainable livelihood options

Management, key officials and faculty
members ofthe University. He appreciated
the creative zeal exhibited by the

needs. The Chancellor expressed the hope
that the University would continue to work
for the welfare and progress of the
different sections of people of the region
thereby contributing to overall national

University in different spheres of its
activities, whether academic or otherwise.
He highlighted the fact that centres of

keeping in view the local demand and

higher learning should increasingly focus

development. The members of the Board
of Management and the Hon'ble Vice

on fashioning the human resource of the
nation in a way that enhances their skills

Chancellor and the Registrar of the
University expressed their gratitude to the

and builds up their capacity to cope with
future challenges while aiming for their all

Hon'ble Chancellor for his kind visit and
words of advice.

0
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WORKSHOPS ON

MANAGEMENT OF STUDY CENTRE
A series of workshops on Management of Study
Centres

of KKHSOU

were

held

between

February-May, 2016. Apart from key officials of
the
University,
the
Centre-in-Charge,
Coordinator and one teacher representative of the
Study Centre Management Committee of the

respective

Study

Centres

attended

the

workshops.
The main aim behind these workshops was to
have first hand information regarding the

problems being faced by the Study Centres of
the University in different districts of the State

while at the same time highlighting the

University's own challenges and efforts at
addressing the situation with a view to make the
ODL system a quality enriched system for the
learners. The workshops may be considered as
a prime step in the process of streamlining the
activities of the Study Centres of the
University for the greater cause of the growth
and development of ODL in the State.
Altogether seven workshops on Management
of Study Centres of KKHSOU were held
between February-May, 2016. These are
presented in the form of the table shown below:
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Study Centres covered

09 02-2016

Birjhora Mahavidyalaya,
Bongaigaon

Bongaigaon, Goalpara,
Dhubri, Kokrajhar & Chirrang

32 Nos.

11-02-2016

DHSK Commerce College,
Dibrugarh

Dibrugarh &Tinsukia

22 Nos.

22-04-201B

DCB Girts' College, Jorhat

Jorhat,

Golaghat

&

46 Nos.

Sivasagar
29-04-2016

Rangapara College,
Rangapara

Sonitpur

15 Nos.

03-05-2016

MNC Girl's College,Nalbari

Nalbari, Baksa & Barpeta

41 Nos.

05-05-2016

Nowgong Girl's College,

Nagaon, Morigaon, Dima
Hasao & Karbl Anglong

38 Nos.

Darrang & Udalguri

18 Nos.

Nagaon
10-05-2016

Kharupetia College,
Kharupetia

Total: 20 Nos.

Total: 212 Nos.
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NEW VERSION OF KKHSOU ANDROID APPLICATION
The new version of KKHSOU Android Application has been
designed to help the end users including staff personnel, learners
and coordinators of the University to stay connected with
KKHSOU from their mobile phones. This application is
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completely free. Some of the features of this new android
version are highlighted below:
About Unlvorsity

o

Messego From VC

o

Objecthra

o

Misilon A VIsslon

o

Rocognitlon

o

Hoad Ouartaro

CitvOffica

Patgaon. Rani.

Housefed Complex.
Last Gate, DIspur,
GuwanatI 781006,

Guwaliatl-7B1017.
Assam. India

•

•

Helps the user in accessing category wise selection of latest
news with smart search facility
Helps the user to search relevant study centres based on the
course and/or the district selected

•
•
•

Assam, India

Getting course information along with fees structure
Any user can directly call the study centre and KKHSOU
officials from the application
Any user can access KKHSOU Internet Radio and read
E-bidya from the application

•

Watching video lectures of KKHSOU

•

Learners can download Home Assignments, old Question
Papers and other forms

The link for the android application is available on KKHSOU

website- www.kkhsou.in. One can also go to Google Play Store
and search KKHSOU whereby the download link could be
Home

o

Aboutl

Latest News

o

Messes

Learner Comer

o

Objecth

Study Centre

o

Missior

programmea

o

Recogn

Prospectus

o

Head Qua

Visit www.klihaou.ln

o

Guwahatl-

Patgaon, 1

found.

The new KKHSOU android application with all its features is

also available as a mobile based web application. One needs to
type m.kkhsou.in on one's mobile/tablet device and one can
access the application with all its features even in non-android
devices.

Assam. In

O

Hal

BA Oetilto

Q 105:;F.A. Ahmed Menwriai College.—
Q 107:: Jnyanam Educational institute-
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Select Course:

o, to

BA

ASUMCSUOUUTIOMECOMOIlllCS
CN HMUCnlMta D> PrMwa

O 109::B8pujeeCollege,Sarthebarl
Q 111::SanksrdevOOLStudyCeiitr«,O 127::Barpeta Girls College

Search Now
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KKHSOU multi-media team visited Pipra Dakan Chauk, Sipajhar and captured moments
of original Darrangi Kristi works, namely, Ojapali, Deodhai, Nangeli Geet and Dhepa
Dhol performance.
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KKHSOU multi-media team visited Barpeta Satra and captured moments of the three
day festival of Doul Utsav.

m
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KKHSOU multi-media team visited Asharikandi near Gauripur in Dhubri District, famous
for its terracotta artifacts.

NEW APPOINTMENTS
January 2016 —June 2016
1. Professor Abu Nasar Saled Ahmed- Honorary Director, Banikanta
Kakati Research Institute, KKHSOU

2. Professor Umesh Deka - Professor(Assamese)

3. Professor Daisy Bora Talukdai^- Professor (Teacher Education)
4. Professor Nripendra Narayan Sarma - Professor(Management)
5. Dr. Chandrama Goswami- Associate Professor(Economics)

6. Dr. Tejasha Kalita- Assistant Pi ofessor(Philosophy)
7. Ms. Chayanika Roy -Assistan: Professor (English)
8. Ms. Gargi Gayan - Assistant P:-ofessor (Sociology)
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Lecture delivered by Professor Sibnath Sarma, Retired Professor, Department
of Philosophy, GauhatI University on the occasion of World Philosophy Day on
December 31, 2016 at K.K.Handiqui State Open University, Guwahati.

Philosophy of Wisdom with
a Focus on Indian Culture

(Preamble: This is a loose lumping together of a few

of my broodings some of which are already in print.
The concepts being treated can be handled variously.
How philosophy fares in the face ofthe rise of science

and what impact the era of technology can make on
philosophy are some of the probable orientations.

Contrary to those, this essay would look at the concepts
from the position of a student of philosophy delineating
the nuances of the concepts in question and bringing

to the fore certain lesser explored perspectives within
a reasonable length. Here wisdom is not explained per
se but is utilized in understanding the discipline that
is philosophy. The second part of the essay is an
exploration of the Indian mind/spirit.)
I

Philosophy is one of the most misunderstood

terms. Different persons mean different things by it.
Starting from carelessness in speech, dress and
behaviour to very serious enquiries into deep
experiences of life, philosophy can mean anything.
Many consider philosophy as general, vague, loosely
connected, abstract, needlessly argumentative, non-

empirical, non-positive, obscure lump of thought.
Leaving aside the whimsical and often derogatory
concepts of philosophy, it has at least two solemn
meanings: 1. The general perspective, motto, situation,
aim, the raison d'etre of anything and 2. The
investigations into some deep problems, questions and

of philosophy on the other. While thought of food is
nowhere near food,thought ofphilosophy has an aspect
of philosophy in it.
We can use the prefix 'meta' to denote any
elaboration of a particular concept while not exactly
doing the activity denoted by that concept, e.g.,
elaboration of the concept of linguistics as metalinguistics or elaboration of the concept of ethics as
meta-ethics, etc. In that case, we shall find that between
'meta-mathematics' and 'meta-philosophy', the former
is entirely different from the subject under
consideration, but the latter is not. Tliat means, whereas
in some disciplines thinking about them is not doing
those disciplines, in philosophy even thinking about
philosophy is some kind of a philosophy. Another thing
that comes parallel to it is 'poetry'. There can be a
poem on poems, so that there is poetry of poetry (in
line with philosophy of philosophy). Not many
disciplines may have such a peculiarity.
In the same way, it is possible to have philosophy
of history and philosophy of physics, but not physics

of physics or physics of botany or botany of botany
etc. At the same time, it must be understood with care

that meta-philosophy is 'some' philosophy only and in
a limited and shallow sense. Unless philosophy inquires

into some deeper questions, it is not a 'complete
philosophy'. Therefore, there still exists a difference

between a 'philosophy of philosophy' (=metaphilosophy) and 'philosophy'. The same may be true
of'poetry of poetry'. Poetry of poetry is limited; but

experiences of life and the world. Out of the two, the

poetry is a vast area.

latter, 1 feel, is the true meaning of philosophy. It
constantly bothers about itself. Much ofa philosopher's
energy is lost in trying to understand what philosophy

It continuously examines and re-examines itself. Very
few things are final for it. Hence is the raging debate

is.

that has been continuing for centuries as to what is

Philosophy is a thinking affair. Thought of and
on philosophy is also some sort of a philosophy though
thought of poem is no poem or thought of food is no
food. Thought of philosophy is no philosophy 'proper'
- there is a qualitative difference between thought of
food and thought of poem on the one hand and thought

philosophy. To some non-philosophers it might appear
to be a favourite pastime for some peculiar persons.
But to the seriously inclined persons with intelligence
and curiosity, even if their callings are nonphilosophical, philosophy is an important and useful

Philosophy is a seriously self-critical discipline.

activity. They recognize the services rendered by the
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philosophers and they themselves lapse into
philosophical mood ever so often.
The old concept of philosophy that it is love of
wisdom is very instructive. Indeed, it is the desire to
understand, to grasp, to comprehend what is around
us, our experiences and understanding till date of the
universe, is the basic urge that can be termed

philosophical. All consciously conducted thoughts and
investigations are philosophical in this sense. And
science, which enjoys such a position of prestige in
popular perception was only a 'natural philosophy' till
a century and a little time ago. All curiosities, questions,
desire to comprehend are marks of a philosophical

as part-time philosophies.
Critique of language, linguistic analysis,
existential enquiries, phenomenological investigation
etc. are good concepts of philosophy. But the one
concept that has always appealed to me is:
interpretation of experiences. This is only a shade
deeper than interpretation of language and meaning.
While we interpret language, we have to share the
field with lexicographers, linguists, grammarians and
even psychologists. When we lake up experiences as
the raw material, we have the entire field to ourselves.

It is true that fundamentally all intellectual pursuits
might be interpretation of experiences. Physics

mood. Hence the unique and the essential mind-set
that is philosophical and sets itself apart from others
and distinguishes itselffrom others is 'curiosity'(Love
of wisdom?). The answers that follow, by virtue of
their own nature, fall in several compartments. There
they are physics, chemistry, botany, economics etc.

interprets the experiences of atoms, particles, photons,
quarks etc'., chemistry interprets the experiences of
molecules and their interactions. Management deals
with the organi2:atlonal experiences and so forth. This
concept, i.e., interpretation of experiences, then, tends
to be as wide as the 'love of wisdom' concept. There

The first level of questioning may not be subject-

has to be some restriction to this. That is that

specific. That may be a simple universal desire to
know. As long as there is no specific marking on the
question as to where it belongs, it might belong to
general knowledge enquiry in the broadest sense. It
might also be a matter of common sense. It might be
anything. It is a nebulous state of wondering and
desiring to know.
The second level of enquiry which starts with the
answers to the first level enquiry determines the subject

philosophy interprets certain experiences which other
intellectual enterprises do not include in their sphere
of activity. That would give both the meaning and a
relevance to philosophical enterprise. No other
discipline is concerned with interpreting the
experiences of knowledge, truth, beauty, goodness,
holiness, causality, hypothesis, law etc. The list will

as we understand it. 'What is this?' It could be a

general question. An answer to this question could be
'This is a stone' a general answer. 'Of what is it
made?' again a general question. But the answer will
no longer be general. 'It is made of sand, clay, quartz,
monads etc.' There will be further enquiries and
investigations. Successive stages will make the answers
different and more specific. Answers will range from
common sense to geology to chemistry to physics to

philosophy to economics etc.

General inquisitiveness as philosophy will
permeate all enquiries. But there will still remain a
specific philosophical enquiry as well. That will be
determined by the way the answers are reached and
the answers themselves. There will be still ftirther

queries and still further answers. 'What is this?''This
is a stone.' 'Does it completely reveal itself to our
knowing mechanism?' Or what we know as stone is
only our mental construct out of sensibilia received
from outside?Is there a difference between appearance
and reality? How to conduct our life in society? Such
queries are philosophy-specific. Other disciplines also
can raise such questions. But they will do that only

be huge. And the experiences named - which are but

samples - are such as no other discipline can and does
analyze. Since human civilization will be poorer if

these are, along with so many other equally important
experiences, not interpreted - philosophy does that
work for mankind.

The universe available to us in our experiences
becomes meaningful through some broad concepts
which in their turn might lapse into smaller and

elementary concepts standing for experiences. For
instance there are the concepts of science, philosophy,
history, art, etc. which stand for the ways of
understanding and having certain attitudes. Accepting
the efficiency of these concepts helps us in dealing
with the world. In this sense these are very valuable.
We are accustomed to using them. We speak, write
and understand better through them. But, as pointed
out, these are mere concepts and break down to further
elementary concepts the meaning of which have been

handed down to us through generations of use by the
people. All meanings are fluid and shapeless and tend
to enter regions of obscurity and cloudiness. Finally,
it may be compared to the inside of an atom (which
is itself a concept!) which, as our scientist friends tell
us, is a very cloudy existence having the possibility of
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both particles and waves which are totally different
things. Nearly in the same way meanings vary from
race to race, age to age, and may be from person to
person. A blind person's idea of darkness, a poet's, a
thief's, a lover's, a child's, a miner's ... will

dramatically vary from one another. Yet, they are using
the same concept or name. What is meant, however,

is not the same. This would be by and large true about
all concepts. The intention of refening to this fluidity
of meaningfulness is that if there is so much of it in

ordinary ideas then the bigger ideas must suffer from
this in a bigger way. In matters simple or complex,
meaningfulness is always a complex affair.
Hence the words science and philosophy too must
have a complex texture. In spite of a rapid growth in
both, individual ideas of these are quite different and
widely vary. Many use the concept of science in the
Newtonian realistic fashion. Ofcourse, on the basis of
this, science has made so much of progress. But it has
now been supplanted by new science which is

qualitatively different as far as fundamental questions
of experience are concerned. And the same is true for

philosophy. The variety in the meanings of philosophy
is bewildering. Many have quirky, theistic, mystical,
obscurantic concept of philosophy not realizing that it
is as serious a quest for truth as science is.

While both science and philosophy might claim
precision in thought to be their motto, the truth of the
matter, in the final analysis, is that both these words
stand almost for the same thing: understanding and

interpreting experience. While science adamantly sticks
to 'experiment' and successful prediction as the final
arbiter, philosophy accepts logic and inner coherence
of discourse as the deciding factor. If so, philosophy
is already the foundation ofscience, for science can ill
deny inner descriptive consistency and coherence^. It
further demands a rigid experimental proofor evidence
for something. Nobel prize is still eluding Stephen
Hawking for the last demand in spite of his great
theoretical contribution and singular fame. There is
unique relationship between the philosophical and the
scientific approaches to truth.
Truth in turn is itself a concept. It is something
like the power or value or essence of knowledge. It is
the very life of knowledge insofar as it makes
knowledge what it is by acceptable description of what

piece of belief graduates to knowledge. Knowledge
and truth happen together simultaneously and in the
same piece of belief. They rise or fall together. If it is
true then it is knowledge, if it is tentative then it is
belief. Hence truth and knowledge are virtually
synonymous, so that there is no point in saying 'true
knowledge'or 'false knowledge'. True knowledge is a
superfluous expression: if it is knowledge, then it is

ipso facto true. On the other hand, false knowledge
is a self-contradictory expression: for if it is false,
then it is ipso facto not knowledge. If it is blatantly
false, then it is not even belief; for beliefs are unjustified
or untested but probable pieces of information. May
be they are borderline cases of knowledge, pieces of
information waiting for confinnation for promotion to
knowledge via acquisition of truth-status or demotion
to falsehood and removal even from the anteroom to

knowledge, namely belief.
To carry the annotation on truth a little further:

Truth is corroboration of thought with the real or what
is. This innocent-looking statement itself is an
expression of thought and in order to be true it has to

abide by the meaning (which is stipulated here) that it
conveys. The meaning it conveys cannot be a piece of
thought - for then the same question will be asked and
we shall be pushed to an endless quest for something.
But in and through thought what can we get other
than thought? We think that thought is a form of
consciousness, we think that it reaches out to the

objective world while 'meaning it' whereas it is never
anything other than thought. All our enquiries and
broodings are of this nature. Even when we feel that

we are dealing with tangible and 'objective' something
we are very much in our thought and are governed by
the principles of logic and semantics. We do this
through language. Language is the tool of
understanding and communication. What it means

might assure us of feigned objectivity, but a little
brooding shows that objectivity is only a piece of
thought as much as thought and subjectivity.

Science is a shade more precise than philosophy
due to symbolizing concepts and using mathematical

language. But even equations are thoughts purportedly

is known. In other words, it is the genuine

expressed precisely. Mathematical and symbolic
language is precise, true, but it too is language. It has
to abide by rules that are either presupposed or framed
by human mind. Also, if common words have a

representation of what is the case. This is the idealized

tendency to ambiguity, is there no such possibility in

nature of truth. It is up to those who are interested in
truth to arrange ways and means to ascertain it. If a

the case of symbols? Does not the final understanding
take place in ordinary/popular language? For after all,

piece of belief represents facts and it is justified in
being accepted as true in the given circumstance, the

However, in favour of symbolism, a point must be

words too are symbols for ideas and experiences!
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conceded that it makes handling of ideas comparatively
easy.

Both science and philosophy work through
tentatively accepted principles. Logical analysis,
dialectics, calculation, observation, experiment - all

go and halt before the final representation ofthe world
of phenomena. This is humanly ultimate. Scientists
and philosophers explain various facets of it in various
ways.

There is a hackneyed view, a legacy of linguistic
analysis, that while science is a first order discipline,
philosophy is a second order discipline: that science
deals with 'objectively' given facts and philosophy
deals only with the concepts. This distinction can be
traced to old realism, common sense and Newtonian

science. In the changed scenario of modem sciences,
in the absence ofthe final statement of what the 'real'

is in itself (cf. Kantian Noumenon, Heisenberg's
Indeterminacy Principle and the Copenhagen
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics) and a consensus
achieved that the truly objective is only a realm of the
possibilities, that there is no one world, that in a way
we create our own world, the first order claim of

science is no longer tenable. At the same time, since
any concept finally reaches an experience from which
it has arisen, the subject-matter of philosophy, even as
conceptual and logical analysis, is not entirely
imaginary. The order-division imposed by some
philosophers in the realm of philosophy and science is
only a myth. In fact both philosophy and science do
the same thing: they explain experiences through
concepts with which are associated meanings.
Meanings may be the constitutive elements ofthe world
that is dealt with in science and philosophy.
In spite of essential unity, there is a difference
between philosophy and science. This difference is
stipulated in philosophy and science is welcome to
reject it. But science qua science cannot indulge in
such a speculation. Well, the difference is: Science
remains contented with gathering information and
organizing those into a coherent picture of the world
through, say, atoms, molecules, cells, neurons etc.,
philosophy remains contented in explaining certain vital
concepts like knowledge, truth, reality, propriety,
beauty, holiness, peace, self, deity, etc. Also, there is
the difference brought out by the concepts of theory

and practice. Within science, apart from theory, there
is practice for itself and practice for society. Practice
for itself (science) means those activities that go to

demonstrating its (science's) truth by experiment etc.
Practice for society means the translation of scientific
knowledge into building utility objects that make our

life safe and comfortable. This aspect of science is
better known as technology. It is the most visible face
of science - with cars, airplanes, ships, submarines,
rockets, satellites, TV's, telephones, computers,
thousands of machines that help us do things fast and

nicely and machines that produce consumer items and
medicines and what not. People use these. Their idea
ofscience is created by their experience ofthese items.
This is the beneficial aspect of science, true. But using
the same scientific knowledge atomic and chemical
weapons of mass destruction are created. These have
jeopardized world-peace. Heavy industrialization
following technological advancement is at the root of

environmental degradation threatening the very
continuance oflife on earth. Science qua science cannot
say anything about this murderous aspect of
technology which is derived from science. It is dumb
and mute and insensitive about its own worth - good
or bad. By raising the fundamental questions of
survival, peace, progress, and other moral issues like
love,justice, freedom, propriety, dignity of humanity,
duty, we enter into a totally different domain , the
domain of values, which is handled by philosophy.
This is for philosophy what technology is for science.
Technology is the cutting edge ofscience, so is morality
of philosophy. After all, ethics is only theoretical: at
the most, it is the policy-determinant. The real test of
ethics is in the application of these policies in life.
Prescriptive ethics aspires to serve that purpose.
Prescriptive and applied ethics as also comparative
religion constitute the philosophical window to society.
Philosophy reaches out to society through this.
The value-world an unavoidable aspect of
civilization falls in the domain of philosophy. This
basically comprises of morality, aesthetics, spirituality,
humanity, religion etc. Science is self-restrictive by its
nature in this matter. It can enter into the domain of

value-discourses only through philosophy. It is no
longer science then. The extra in philosophy, over and
above everything ofscience (except its terriiying aspect
in certain respects), permits philosophy to be very
vocal and poky. This makes philosophy, along with its
concern for knowledge, concerned with wisdom while
science is concerned only with knowledge.
While even a large area of philosophy too is
concerned merely with gathering information and
building a data-base regarding knowledge and reality
where it works in tandem with science (i.e. it defines
knowledge and science exemplifies that, it defines
reality and science exemplifies that and explores into
that too etc.) - philosophy expands itself into
encompassing 'all sorts of experience including the
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so-called value-experience' which are deep and
unavoidable experiences of humanity and civilization.
A grand wealth of information from the sub-atomic to
the cosmic world is gathered by science but the

mind is the matrix of all matter.'^ Let us take it as the

frontier of science today.

aspirations, duties and responsibilities remain virtually

A few words about metaphysics: Metaphysics is
that branch of philosophy which enquires into the
nature of existence or reality. While epistemology
enquires into the nature and scope of knowledge,

untouched by it. Only philosophy can guide us there.

metaphysics enquires into the nature of the known.

understanding of the lived world, human values,

Both science and philosophy are umbrella-

Whether the known is as it is revealed in knowledge

concepts; that is they are abstractions from some

or it is only the known aspect of it while its real
nature is out of the reaches of cognition? Hence

specific but different activities and concerns going
through them. For instance, science is the collective

metaphysics builds a system of ideas about things

name of physics, chemistry, biology, botany, zoology,
psychology etc. What physics studies is different from

known or not yet known or never to be known.

politics (study of statecraft) etc. These discrete and

Epistemic compulsions which are tenable in physics
as well compel us to believe that a substantial portion
of the universe remains outside our cognition. This
has created the gap between appearance and reality*
All epistemic considerations are settled in metaphysics.
Likewise, logical, moral, aesthetic, theological, in fact
all philosophical problems boil down to metaphysical
problems. So that, it is tantamount to saying that
metaphysics is the essence of philosophy exactly as

different activities are united through a methodology

physics is the foundation and essence of all sciences.

what chemistry studies and so on. These disciplines
are united through their methodologies. In other respects

they are quite different. In the same way, philosophy,
as a broad umbrella, has under it activities like

epistemology (study ofknowledge), metaphysics (study
of existence), ethics (study of morality), aesthetics
(study of art and beauty), theology (study of religion),

of study and attitude towards interpretation.

All the best systems and schools of philosophy

Yet, the subject-matter or the concerned raw

produced anywhere in the world can be subsumed

materials of different sciences, particularly physics,
chemistry, biology are such as one is susceptible to be

under certain labels like realism, idealism, monism,
pluralism, phenomenology, absolutism, momentarism,
etemalism etc. All these types of philosophy can be
suitably rehabilitated in a school or system ofthought
that accidentally flourished in India (like quantum
physics accidentally flourished in Europe). The

understood in terms of the other which is more

fundamental between the two. This means, given the
circumstances, biology can be reduced to chemistry
and chemistry to physics. And the frontier of physics
is subatomic or nuclear physics. And physics is now
happily close to philosophy. It has so turned out that

its results are amenable to different interpretations. Of
these, the Copenhagen Interpretation (championed by
Bohr, Heisenberg, Schrodinger et al) is the standard
one. It keeps quiet about the popular and macro world.
It concerns itself with the micro-world, the final shape
and nature of which is quite indeterminate. It is, so
they say, a cloud of possibilities. It might behave as

particles or wave according as the experimenter

accommodative and daring dialectic is known as non-

dualism or kevaladvaitavada having its roots in what
is called UpanishacHc literature. It is basically a
philosophy of mono-spiritism, the ultimate reality of a
non-dual absolute consciousness beyond space-time and
causality. It is the foundational principle ofthe universe

both in its reality as also its cognition. This philosophy
does not believe in the finality of plurality. It only
believes in the ultimate reality of a timeless
consciousness on which the experience of the universe/

chooses. Hence a huge subjective element has entered

cosmos is somehow grafted. The universe of our day

into it. The ancient concept of objectivity has vanished.
Mind or consciousness has acquired enormous

to day experience which is spatio-temporal and causal
is empirical and phenomenal. It is real as long as it is
experienced. Collapse of experience will collapse it.

prominence. Max Planck says: 'As a man who has

devoted his whole life to the most clear headed science,
to the study of matter, I can tell you as a result of my
research about atoms this much: There is no matter as

But from the point of view of human life and limited
experience it is quite real, important and deserves to
be treated respectfully.

such. All matter originates and exists only by virtue

Now the case presented by quantum physics: If

of a force which brings the particle of an atom to
vibration and holds this most minute solar system of
the atom together. We must assume behind this force
the existence of a conscious and intelligent mind. This

subatomic world is only a world of possibilities from
which the macro atomic, molecular, cellular etc. world

the decisively final and the further non-analyzable

of our experience emerges, then what brings into

\■
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unfathomable abundance of'cross-references' between

(Sartre), all espoused humanism. Not only great
philosophers but great scientists and intellectuals were
humanists. In that respect they were practising the
same perennial philosophy of human values. Einstein,
Linus Pauling, Toynbee, Tagore, Tolstoy, Chomsky,
Ikeda and many known and unknown champions of
human dignity,justice, goodness, peace, freedom, are
all philosophers of human values. They plead for the
importance of living, living peacefully, honestly and
altruistically. While knowledge remains as the coreconcern of pure philosophy and pure science, wisdom
emerges as the core-concern ofan extended and applied
version ofphilosophy. And the essence of this wisdom.
which is enormously practical is humanism and human

them. The world is given to me only once, not one

values.

existence which was a mere possibility in the atom?
The selection mechanism cannot be accidental. It is a

choice, which only means that consciousness is at play
here. Alternately, the play ofthe emergence of any one
possibility, particle or wave(so far as we know, we do
not know the whole thing), is enacted with
consciousness as its background. In any case, boundless
fundamental consciousness has to be the first axiom

of this frontier science vis-a-vis the empirical or the

gross world. Without presupposing such a
consciousness the universe cannot be explained.
Schrodinger says: Tt is the same elements that

go to compose my mind and the world, in spite ofthe

This suitably brings out the central thing in the

existing and one perceived. Subject and object are
only one. The barrier between them cannot be said to
have broken down as a result of recent experience in
the physical sciences, for this barrier does not exist.

acquire knowledge or are also sensitive in the matter
of its application is the question. Whether we are more

If this is true, then the difference between the best of

theorists or practitioners too? For, for any successful

physics and the best of metaphysics has vanished along
with the crumbling down of the wall between
subjectivity and objectivity. Ultimately there is no
duality. It is oneness of existence that is substantive
consciousness or spirit.
Where do we go from this final knowledge? What
do we do with this? Science cannot say anything. A
part of philosophy, of that too the prescriptive ethics,
teaches us what next. Enlightened pragmatism is the
way left. Essentially we are one with the universe.
Upanishad says: That thou art. The same cosmos
upholds everything and the plurality is a wrong
observation from the eternal and absolute standpoint.
But temporally, it is very much real. Then adopt a
befitting policy for living. We can go the murderous
way of selfishness, hatred,jealousy, conflict, killings,
strife, unhappiness and destruction or we can also go
the way of truth, love, fellow-feeling, inclusiveness,
democracy, peace, freedom, non-violence and other
cherished human values. The choice is entirely ours.
There does not seem to be much scope for negotiation
as far as the acceptability ofthese values is concerned.
There might be some blemishes and provisos here and

practice or work a sound theoretical base is important.
Without proper planning nothing of substance and
fulfillment can be achieved. Hence arming ourselves
with the knowledge of the world through theoretical
philosophy and theoretical science we sit down to

there in these also, for these are human too. But we

have to grow in, with and through these.
A sizeable section of philosophy says go for an
enlightened life. Socrates, Plato, Plotinus, Spinoza,
Kant, Thoreau, Yajnavalkya, Buddha, Nagarjuna,
Shankara, Vivekananda, Gandhi, Radhakrishnan - all

stood up for this. Not necessarily idealists, but
philosophers of all affiliations, sceptics (Russell),
materialists(Marx, M.N.Roy), atheists and absurdists

dialectics of existence. If we are trying to merely

chart out a way of life for ourselves. The moment we

do that, we pass from knowledge to wisdom. Wisdom
is when knowledge spills over to society for the benefit
of it. No one has to teach us selfishness. We are bom

selfish. But we are bom neither from nor for selfishness.

Transcending selfishness is the main concern of

wisdom. Only that lends a new depth, a new horizon,
a new meaning to life. A lot of good things can be
done to society and only that will bestow a new
dimension of depth and meaningfulness to individual
life. Otherwise as itself, in strife and sorrows, as also

the unknowability of existence and reality, the entire
drama of life is fraught with insignificance. Thus
wisdom has to acquire a cutting edge. It cannot be a
mere pious desire and resolution. It has to translate

itself into action. Without such an application it is no
wisdom. We can learn a lot of things from science
and philosophy and by a judicious use of technology
we can make our existence meaningful.
II

My aim in this part of the essay is to find out
if there is anything like the Indian mind or Indian
spirit. Nobody would be tired of being genuinely
appreciated, not even philosophers. I like to begin with
the sweet words of Max Muller. Though allegedly be
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began studying India with pecuniary and missionary
motives, he ended up being a great admirer of India.
Though he never came to India, he knew India's
religious and social history thoroughly well. He speaks
about India thus. In the study of history of human
mind, in the study of ourselves, of our true selves,
India occupies a place second to no other country.
Whatever sphere of the human mind you may select
for your special study, whether it be language or
religion or mythology or philosophy, whether it be
laws or customs, primitive art or primitive science,
everywhere you have to go to India, whether you like
it or not, because some of the most instructive materials

in the history, of man are treasured up in India and
India only. It is a tall claim, but it is coming from an
authority on India all the same. When Max Muller
said this, he must have had the entire range of Vedic,
Puranic, epic, philosophical literature in mind. Huge

Going back to the Vedic period, while this period
had embraced the anterior Harappan elements. It was
not a monolithic or totalitarian or an overridingly
cohesive system of thought. Diversity and plurality
was its hall-mark. Ifthe Aryans were there, there were
the non-Aryan tribals, the Kirats, the Dravidians, the
mother-Goddess worshippers. If the remote antiquity
of the Jains and Buddhists is also to the accepted, for
they claim that Mahavira and Buddha are only
subsequent arrivals in their ancient faiths, sort of

messiahs, then even these so-called non-Vedic people
also were there along with the Vedic. In Buddhism

itself references to materialists are supplied. Names of
Ajita Keshakambalin, Makkhali Goshala, Sanjaya
Vethaliputta etc. are available. Both at the popular
level as also the intellectual level plurality has been a
proven factor here. Yet there all along was a vaguely
conceived and loosely united idea of one nation,

mass of Buddhist literature also could be included in

Jammudvipa or Bharatavarsha and later on Hindustan

it.

and India. This was in the mind ofthe Indians. Though
the first great king with a global and humanitarian
vision was Ashoka without doubt, the first geopolitical
shape of India was perhaps given by Chandragupta
Maurya and the legacy was followed by all powerful
toilers like Vikramaditya and later on by Akbar. Modem
political India is very young. It was bom only in 1947.
Even after that its shape kept changing by the additions
like those of Kashmir, Goa, Daman, Diu and finally
Sikkim. Whatever shape India might have had all
throughout, that was merely its body; its soul, rightly
called the spirit, in spite of severely impairing diversity,

The first reaction that occurs in any critical mind
when such a praise is heard is naturally that "Is India
Hindustan ? Is India the land of the Hindus alone?"

Sure it never is, and it never was. The past factor is

more important. India is the name of a unique
heterogeneity and shapeless fluidity that has been
managing itself miraculously throughout the millennia.
Diversity or variety is not a modem or contemporary

quality ofIndia; it is its ancient heritage. The shaping
up of the Indian mind might have started with the
town planners of Harappa, much before the advent of
the Aryans. It was one of the earliest civilizations of
the

world. There

were

other civilizations

was the capability of its intellectual leaders to think
out near impossible thoughts. The result was an
enormous corpus of wisdom which was fondly called

contemporaneous to that. But while these, like the
Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Babylonian vanished in the
depths of time, elements of the Harappan and the
subsequent AryanWedic Civilization are still continuing
in India. This continuity was not possible unless there
was something that had been keeping the people
together. It is difficult to pin point what it is. For in
the epic period itself India had achieved a cultural
unity. Characters from all over India, including the
so-called far removed North-East, are present in the
Mahabharata. Kashmir to Kanyakumari, Arunachal

together, that we speak together, that we understand

to Dwaraka - using modem names - the entire

one another well.

geographical area emerges as India in it. Laying stress
on the North-East, Bhagadatta from Kamrupa,
Ghatotkocha from Dimapur, Chitrangada from
Manipur, Jambuban from Nagaland, Usha from Tezpur

The Vedas do not belong to the Hindus alone.
These are the records of experience of the forefathers

are characters in the Mahabharata. No wonder Kalidasa

was aware of the mighty Brahmaputra which occurs
by the name Lauhitya in his Raghuvamsam.

the Vedas, experience and understanding. It took shape
much before even writing was discovered and the
thoughts codified. Incidentally, the first unwritten and

later on written book in the world is the Rgveda, an
Indian masterpiece. This very book, quite early in
civilization had pronounced the unity of the Reality
and Truth and their manifold expression and
appreciation. The culminating statement of the Rgveda
itself is a call to oneness of spirit that we move

of modem Indian people. Whoever has accepted India

as his/her homeland has entered into the ownership of
the shared legacy of the Vedas. For the Indians, no
matter what religion they profess or which language
they speak or live in whichever part of the country ^
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nay the world - the Vedas are ever inspiring and
unifying forces for them. For they are above narrowness
and littleness, they stand for the moral and the just. In
a way the Vedas are timeless tomes of human quest
for the true, the good, the beautiful and the holy.

While this might be substantially true, one cannot
overlook the other side of the story. For no one

looks at it, one cannot isolate just one undisputed
element in Indian Culture nor could it be accepted as

description can exhaust the true character and
personality of India. At the very least two grand trends,
one transcendental and another empirical, epitomised
in the epics of Ramayana and Mahabharata, are
available. One is intensely this worldly, without being
unjust and immoral, and the other is otherworldly but
without forgetting that one has a life in this world too.
Most of the ideologies that comprise the Indian mind
could be riding with either the Ramayana or the
Mahabharata tradition with various levels of intensity

exclusively defining the Indian mind. It Is Just not

of commitment.

The Vedas, embracing the Upanishads have both
materialistic (which later on gave rise to Lokayata
and Samkhya Systems)and spiritual strands ofthought.

Spiritualism was accentuated and over-emphasized
through the Vedanta Schools. In whatever way one

there. To define Indian mind as spiritualistic is a big

India is a complete and continuous society that

mistake for two reasons. First, spiritualism is not a

has weathered severe challenges of history and stood
its ground. If we look around globally, while both the

monopoly ofIndia, it is a human experience available
everywhere in other civilizations too. And secondly
and more expressly, because it is not cutting ice, by

northern and southern America as also Australia fell

permanent victims to colonization, India bounced back

which I mean that it often remains a cliche and an

to its own and repulsed the aggressors. What sustains

ideal and the ground realities are different. The

it is its expertise in both the lores - the spiritual as
also the worldly. And this has been harmonized and
blended in the body fabric of India. India developed
very early in its civilization a social organization that
could resolve the conflict between persons and persons,
community and community, occupation and occupation,
politics and economics, economics and ethics,
philosophy and life, religion and science, spiritualism

proponents of strong spiritualism are not succeeding
in translating its implication for the society. The Indian
Society is as selfish and materialist as any other society
elsewhere to be called really practising spiritualism.
Persons like Buddha, Shankara, Vivekananda, Gandhi

seem only to project a good scheme of life that the

masses refuse to accept. What could be the probable
reason ? K. Sacchidananda Murty has an answer the
summary of which is : Majority of Indians are toughminded and somewhat cynical and sophisticated people
with a long history and a splendid many-sided
civilization cannot follow that type of ideology based
on austerity, semi-asceticism, self-sacrifice etc. The
off spring of the people who gave rise to the
Mahabharata and Kautilya, to Kanarak,to Khajuraho,
Puri and Ajanta, to Tantra and to Vaishnavism, to the
Gupta and Chola empires, to Bharatanatyam and
Kalidasa and adore Kali, Krishna and Rama, cannot

be made to desire and work for the society implied in
the teachings of Gandhi, for that matter, any religionheavy ideology. The ascetics and mystics may be able
to form sects and cults in India but society on the
whole and in the long run ignores them. It was the
tough-minded idealists like Vyasa, Manu,Kautilya who
shaped the true Indian mind. It loves ease, organisation,
intricacy and classification. There always was a
subterranean dream of an all-Indian Central

Government, strong, complex and efficient but based

on regional cultural autonomy and diversity of customs
and traditions, faiths and practices. Aurobindo showed
that this has been the true goal of Indian civilization

and political genius.

and worldliness.

This is Indian mind and this is what our

forefathers gave us as their legacy. We cannot afford
to ignore this. For the generations that have gone by
have not only given us their physical constitution, but
also their thoughts. They are still our masters. We
have to bear the burden of their mistakes, we have to

reap the reward of their wisdom, as Gustav De Bon
says so aptly.
Not only the saints and seers and philosophers,
but so many poets also have, through their works,
propagated the same unifying and ennobling Indian
Spirit. Kalidasa, for instance of the bygone days, or
Tagore of our own time. They were steeped in the
Indian spirit and that is why they have almost become
our cultural icons to the world at large.
We shall take an episode from Kalidasa's

Raghuvamsam to illustrate a unique feaUire of the
Indian mind. At the time of Raghu, a saint Varatantu
demanded 14 crore gold coins Ifom his disciple, Kautsa
as his gurudakshina. Kautsa went to Raghu for help.
Raghu had just completed his world conquering
sacrifice and was a pauper. So he decided to attack
Kuvera for the money. Kuvera learnt this and rained
gold coins in his coffer. There was plenty of money
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now. The King wanted to give the whole ofit to Kautsa,
but Kautsa would not take even a single coin more
than needed to give to his teacher. This dialogue

The best ofthe Indian spirit, right from the Vedic,
through the Buddhist, epic, Puranic and historical India

between "giving" {da. datta, of the three da's of

today. By virtue of it, in spite of the greatest of

is preserved in the Indian constitution. It is our Veda

Brhadaranyaka Upanished) and "restraint"(damyata,

provocations, we have remained one democratic nation.

the other da) virtually summarises the mainstream
Indian culture. Add to it dayadhvam i.e. be kind and

There may be flaws in it. But there is no alternative,
we have to remain and grow in, with and through it.
Hence the nation need not be built. It is there; we can
repair and improve on it. We have to work together
towards that end by strengthening the democratic

compassionate.
Then another instance, from the same work of

Kalidasa. As an ideal king, in order to do justice to
one of his subjects, Rama sent away Sita to the jungle.
Apparently an injustice was done to her. But she sends

a message to Rama which has the followingsahamtapah suryanJvistadrstirurdhvam
prasuteshcharitam yatisye,
bhuyoyatha meJananantare'pi tvameva
bharta na cha viprayogah.
She does not say, I'll drag you to the court and
teach you a lesson. She says "I will undergo that hard
penance ofcontinuously gazing at the sun after I deliver
your babies so that I may get you again as my husband
with the hope that there would be no separation."
Such thoughts can occur in India and India alone.
And this spirit of dedication and sacrifice is not

institutions which sometimes seem to falter - but which
work perfectly all right in the present circumstances.

We can conclude with the pious thoughts of Kalidasa
at the end of Shakunlalam - a global sensation created

by India - Let people work for the welfare of others,
let wisdom prevail. This is a work well cut out for the

philosophers. The essence ofTagore's marvelous piece
Bharatatirtha is the perfect depiction of the Indian
spirit of humanism, tolerance and accommodation. It

is, roughly: We do not know at whose call how many
streams of mankind came here; here are Aryanas, nonAryans, Dravids, Mughals, Mongals, Shaks, Huns,
Pathans, Hindus, Muslims, Christians, British,

as yet a passe. The figurines of meditating persons

Brahmins, Shudras, Dalits - whoever is not here. Let
all unite and take care of the veritable mother who is

symbolizing

the cradle and sustainer of civilizations.

available in the excavated sites of

Harappa have developed as the concept of Shiva, the
goodwill, well-being is very much here. There is in

place the idea of a deity Shiva too. And yoga, hard

Truly, India does not have a mind or spirit. It is
a state of mind, that has grown up and sustained in
the thoughts, attitudes and actions ofthe Indians.India

self-control and tapab, hard endurance have become
the very constituents of Indian psyche. These are the

is a civilization that has depth and expansion, it is

basic ingredients ofthe Indian mind. Side by side with
these, there is the urge to sacrifice, to give, to tolerate
the unpalatable and different. These define the Indian
mind. Continuous self-examination,self-challenge, selfcontrol and acceptance of the other.

perennial human values we spoke of in the first part

ancient and modem, and it steadfastly stands for the

of our essay. One does not have to go out in search
of it. Let any Indian, tmly Indian in spirit, look within
himself or herself. The spirit is right in there.
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Pass percentage oflearners of different academic programmes
under KKHSOU for the period January,2016 to June,2016
I.

Bachelor Preparatory Programme(BPP)and

BCA,BMC,BBA and B.Com have not been declared

Certificate Programme

as yet.

The data can be represented in the form ofa diagram as

The pass percentage ofthe BPP second year and

given below-

those of the learners (back) of the old course

stands at 56.1% and 61.8% respectively. As far
as the certificate programmes are concerned,
results have been declared for 'Certificate in

Counselling Skills(CCS)'course where the pass

Pass percanatga oflaamers of different degree programmesfor
first and fourth semester
100.00%

s<

901X)%
77.4%
scxxm

percentage is 100%.The data has been indicated
in the form ofa diagram as given below-

60.00%
49.3%
SOJXM
40.00%

Pass percentage of learners of BPP programme and

30.00%

Certificate Programme

20J»%
10.00%

120.00K
0.00%
100%

BCA(Ut—BMC(lst

100.0CIK

KiTil

sem)

BBAdst 'BXom
son)

80.00K

60.00N

40.00%

20.00%

0.00%

56.1%

61.8%

^

Results ofdegree sixth semester, 2016

II
BPP 2nd year

(old course)

Now if we look at the cumulative pass percentage of
learners ofDegree sixth semester programmes,we need
CCS

to take into account the total number of learners who

took admission in different Degree programmes in 201213 and total number of learners who actually cleared

II.

Degree programmes

the different examination. Accordingly,a total of 19531
learners took admission in the BA programme, 83 of

As far as the degree programmes are concerned,

them took admission in BBA, 235 in BCA, 427 in

results were declared in the areas of Bachelor of

B.Com and another 130 of them in BMC programme
in the academic year 2012-13.Thus,the pass percentage

Arts (BA), Bachelor of Computer Application
(BCA), Bachelor of Mass Communication
(BMC), Bachelor of Business Administration
(BBA)and Bachelor ofCommerce(B.Com)for
first, fourth and sixth semesters . It is worth
mentioning here that the pass percentage of BA

oflearners ofBA,B.Com,BMC,BBA and BCA stands

at 48.6%, 35.6%, 23.8 %, 16.9% and 27.7%

respectively. However, the pass percentage does not
include back and unsuccessful learners. This is shown

in the diagram as given below-

programmes consist of Economics, Education,
Political Science,History,Philosophy,Sociology,
Assamese, English, Sanskrit and Mathematics
taken together.

Results ofDegree Rrst and fourth semester, 2016

Pass percental of learners of Sixth Semester Degree
Programmes
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

The pass percentage of learners of BA, BCA, BMC,

27.7%

30.00%

BBA and B.Com first semester academic programmes
are

77.3%, 77.4%, 49.3%, 34.9%, and 51.2%

respectively. As far as Degree fourth semester results
are concerned, the pass percentage of learners who
cleared different subjects under B A programme stands
at 91.6%. The results ofother degree programmes like

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
BA

B.Com

BMC

BBA

BCA
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Hoki/.on

It is worth mentioning here that the pass percentage of

Master Degree Fourth Semester Programmes

learners that has been shown above does not reflect those

As regards to the Master Degree fourth semester

learners who had to appear for back papers.

programmes,the pass percentage oflearners ofMaster
of Arts (in Assamese, English, Education, Political
Science and Sociology), M.Sc(IT), MMC and MSW
are 52.9%,20%,41.02% and 36.2% respectively. It is
worth mentioning here that a total of 1959,20, 39 and
276 learners took admission in MA,M.Sc(IT), MMC
and MSW programmes respectively in the academic
year 2013-14. However, the pass percentage does not

HI.

Master Degree and Post Graduate Diploma
Programmes

The University offers courses in a number ofPost

Graduate Diploma and Master Degree
programmes in different disciplines.

Master Degree first semesterprogrammes
As far as first Master Degree First Semester
Programmes are concerned, the pass percentage of
learners of Master of Arts (in Assamese, English,
Education, Political Science and Sociology), MSW,

include back and unsuccessful learners.

This can be represented in the form of a diagram as
given belowDegree Programme
fiso.oo*
S2.9*

MMC,and MBA are 76.9%,58%,77.8% and 55.5 %

respectively. This data has been represented in the form

50.00*
40.00*

ofa diagram as given below-

30.00*
20.00*

Pass percentage of learners of First Semester Master
Degree Programmes

80.00*

76.9K

10.00*
0.00*

77.8*

70.00*
60.00*

Master Degree Sixth Semester Programmes

50.00*

40.00%
30.00*
20.00*

As far as Master Degree sixth semester programmes

10.00*

are concerned, results were declared in the area of

Master of Computer Application (MCA)and Master

0.00*
MA

MSW

ofBusiness Administration(MBA),the pass percentage

MMC

Master Degree Second Semester Programmes
As regards to the Master Degree second semester
programmes,the pass percentage oflearners of Master

of Arts (in Assamese, English, Education, Political
Science, Economics , Applied Economics and
Sociology), MBA,MSW,MMC,MCA and M.Sc(IT)

being 46.9% and 71.7 % respectively. It is worth
mentioning here that a total of32 and 46 learners took
admission in the MCA and MBA programme in the
academic year 2012-13. It is worth mentioning here that
the pass percentage of learners that has been shown

above does not reflect those learners who had to appear
for back papers.

are 74.1 %, 70.6%, 64.4%, 60%, 60% and 84.6%

This can be represented in the fonn of a diagram as

respectively.This is represented in the form ofa column
diagram as given below-

given below-

Pass percentage of learners of different Second

m

Pass percentage of learners of Master D^ree Sixth

Semester Master Degree Programmes

Semester Programmes(MCA ft MBA)
80.00*
70.00*

0.00*

64.4*
60.00*
50.00*
40.00*
30.00*

0.00*

20.00*

0.00*

10.00*

0.00*

46.90*
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Horizon

IV.

Post Graduate Diploma Programmes

This is shown in the form of the following diagram as
given below-

The University offers a number ofPost Graduate
Diploma programmes which are learner centric.

Pass percentage of learners of second semester

Among the different PG Diploma programmes,

Post Graduate Diploma Programmes
JiLl

first and second semester results were declared
75.00%

in the area of Tourism and Hospitality

Management (PGDTHM), Human Resource
Management(PGDHRM),Broadcast Journalism
(PGDBJ), Mass Communication (PGDMC),

38.50%

Business Management(PGDBM)and Computer

Application(PGDCA).

17.90%

PG Diploma First Semester Programme
PGDTHM

PGDHRM

PGDBJ

PGDMC

PGDBM

The pass percentage of learners of first semester
PGDTHM, PGDHRM, PGDBJ, PGDMC and

PGDBM are 15%, 85.7%, 75%, 89.5% and 61.8%
respectively. This can be represented in the form of a

diagram as given belowPass percentage of learners of first semester
Post Graduate Diploma Programmes

V.

Diploma in Elementary Education (D.El.Ed)
Programme

ioo;«

89.5%

85.7%

KKHSOU has been offering two year'Diploma
in Elementary Education (D.El.Ed)programme
since 2012. The pass percentage of learners of

wa
80%

70%

50%

60%

first and second year D.El.Ed programme stands
at 83.7% and 86.9% respectively.

so%
40%
30%

20%

The data can be represented in the form ofa diagram as

10% -

given below-

0%
PQOTHM

PGDHRM

P6DB7

PGDMC

PGDBM

Pass percentage of learners of D.El.Ed programme (First
& Second Year)

PG Diploma Second Semester Programme

88.00%
86.9%
87.00%

A total of8, 20, 40, 28 and 13 learners enrolled in the

different Post Graduate Diploma Programmes , viz.,

86.00%

PGDTHM, PGDHRM, PGDCA, PGDMC and

85.00%

PGDBM respectively in the year 2014-15. Accordingly

84.00%

83.2%

the pass percentage of the learners of PGDTHM,
PGDHRM,PGDCA, PGDMC and PGDBM are 0%,

75%,77.5%, 17.9% and38.5%respectively. However,
the pass percentage does not include back and
unsuccessful learners.

83.00%

82.00%

D.El.Ed first year

D.El.Ed second year
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
Professor Abu Nasar Saied Ahmed

• Delivered the key note address on June 23, 2016 at
Tinsukia College on "Globalization: Its Impact on
Economy,Society and Polity" in UGC sponsored national
seminar.

• Started a study on"Election Politics in Assam with special
reference to Assembly Elections,2016"under Bani Kanta
Kakati Research Centre of KJCHSOU.
Professor Umesh Deka

• Delivered memorial lecture on the occasion of Holiram

Deka Memorial Lecture at Guwahati on June 19, 2016.
Dr. Abhijit Bhuyan

• Participated in the Workshop on Technologies for Open
Textbook held at Bhubaneswar, Odisha and organised by
Odisha State Open University from 25'*' to 27'^' February
2016.
Antara Mahanta Baruah

• Published a paper on 'Scope of Green Energy in India
and available Resources in the North Eastern Region' in
a National Seminar on Green Energy-Prospects and
Challenges organized by Assam Science and Technology

University which was held in 26'''-27'*' April, 2016.(ISBN
978-93-83588-11-4 (Page no. 61-66)).
Bhaskar Sarmah

• Participated in the 98th Orientation Programme conducted
by the UGC-HRD, Rani Durgavati Vishwavidyalaya,
Jabalpur and obtained Grade A.
Dr. Bhaskar Bhattacharyya

• Invited as a Resource Person to the UGC sponsored
National Seminar entitled Philosophy and Ideology of

M.K.Gandhi on 28''' June, 2016 in the Dept. of History,
Dhemaji Girls' College

• Attended a National Capacity Building Workshop on
Institutional OER Policy dated on U'- 3"' June, 2016,
organised by Commonwealth of Learning (COL).
Vancouver, Canada, Commonwealth Educational Media
Centre for Asia (CEMCA), New Delhi in Collaboration

with Nelaji Subhash Open University (NSOU), Kolkata

• Attended the Sixth Community Radio National Sammelan

organized by the Ministry ofInformation and Broadcasting
at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi from 18th to 20th March
2016.

• Attended the Regional Community Radio Sammelan

organised by Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
at Pune from 15th-16th February, 2016.
• Participated as a resource person for seven days at Radio

Luit for the project 'Science for Women' supported by
Department of Science and Tecluioiogy, New Delhi from
22'"'-28"' February, 2016.

• Participated and shared a session as a resource person at
the 'Community Radio Consultation workshop for North
East'at NEHU,Shillong organised by Department ofMass

Communication and Journalism, NEHU supported by
Community Radio Association, India from 1^-3"" March,
2016.

• Participated and shared a session as a resource person on
June 2 ofthe three Day workshop on 'Community Radio
as a Tool for Empowerment ofAdolescents in Assam and

North East India'from June 1-3,2016 organized by Dept
of Communication and Journalism, Gauhati University
in association with UNICEF, Assam.
Dr. Indraai Deka

• Presented a paper in the two day national seminar on the
influence ofPuranas on the Society, Culture and Literature
of North east India Under UGC special Assistance
Programme (30"'-31"' March 2016) held at the
Department of Sanskrit, Gauhati University on the topic"TAe Bhagavatapurana and its Influence on the Hindu

marriage system ofAssamese Society ".

• Presented a paper in the ICSSR sponsored two day
national seminar on "Education, Ethics and Excellence
in India" held at the Kumar BhaskarVanna Sanskrit and

Ancient Studies University (I9"'& 20'" May, 2016) on

the topic

Ethics and Ethical duties towards guests in

Snharsa's Naisadhacaritam.

• Completed 28-day Orientation Programme Course at
Gauhati University from 30'" May to 26'" June 2016.

• Published an article tilled "Music in the Ramayana age"
published in the book named "VISION" under the UGC-

Biood Deka

Human Re.sourcc Development Centre, Gauhati University

• Participated a workshop on "NKN at the (^ore of Cyber

in June 2016 with the ISBN-9788192955209.

Space" held at Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University,
Hyderabad, Kukatpally from 21st-22nd January 2016.
• Participated in the Workshop on Technologies for Open
Textbook held at Bhubaneswar, Odisha and organised by

Odisha State Open University from 25"' to 27"' February
2016.

Gitaii Kakati

• Presented a research paper titled "Potential ofCommunity
Radio in India's North East" at the National Conference

on Role of Community Radio as a Medium of Rural and

Urban Development on 12"' and 13"' February, 2016
organised by Department of Mass Communication and

Journalism at North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon;
Maharashtra.

Jahnabi Devi

• Presented a paper entitled "Violence Against Women: A

Major Tlireat To the Dignity and Rights of Women" in
the UGC Sponsored National Level Seminar on Human
Rights Violation Against

Women- Cause and

Consequences With Special Reference to North EastIndia
organised by B.H.B. College, Sarupeta( 24'" and 25'"
June, 2016)
Juri Hazarika

• Participated in a course on "Campaigns, Media and Influence
2016" organized under Global Initiative of Academic
Networks (GIAN) at IIT Guwahati from 16'" to 20'" Mav
2016.
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Kashyap Mahanta

Priti Saliia Rajkhowa

• Participated in the National workshop on Emerging Trend
in Information Technology in University Management
organized by Association ofIndian Universities(AIU)held
at Desh Bhagat University, Punjab from 24"' February to

• Presented a research paper entitled "India-Burma Relation:
A historical Perspective"in a UGC sponsored national
seminar 'India's Foreign Policy: Strategic and Security
Dynamics of the North Eastern States' organised by

26"' February 2016.
Dr. Mridusmita Duara

• Presided as Selection Panel Member for the post- 'Social

Sector Management Specialist' of Assam Rural
Infrastructure and Agriculture Services Society's (under
Directorate of Agriculture, Govt. of Assam) proposed
World Bank Project(APART).(8th June, 2016)
Dr. Mrinal Jyoti Goswami

Dhakuakliana College,Lakhimpuron February 7 and 8,2016.
Dr. Ritimoni Bordoloi

• Published a chapter entitled "Skill Development through
OERs in ODL system with special reference to

KKHSOU" in the book Open and Distance Learning
System Recent Developments, published by Netaji Subhas
Open University in January, 2016.
Sruti Sruba Bharaii

• Participated in 3 days National Capacity Building
Workshop on Institutional OER Policy workshop
organized by Netaji Subhas Open University in

• Publication of a research paper titled "Speaker
Independent Isolated Word Recognition using Hidden

collaboration with Commonwealth of Learning and

Assamese language" in the conference volume of IEEE

CEMCA from P'-3^ June, 2016 in Kolkota.

Sponsored 3'^ International Conference on Electronics and

Markov Model and Vector Quantisation with reference to

Communication Systems (ICECS 2016), ISBN: 978-1-

• Written and directed two short plays Bajikarar Amrit

Katha_Drishyapatat Esbandhya for Uttaran Social
Welfare Society and AANK_a Creative Line and it was
performed on 26'*'-29'^, June, 2016 at Guwahati.
• Participated in North-East Theatre Festival, 2016 as
director and designer of the play Imaan Imaan Paani
presented by Uttaran Social Welfare Society, organized
by Banian Reparatory Theatre,Imphal, Manipur in Imphal

4673-7832-1, 2016 authored by Sruti Sruba Bharaii and
Sanjib Kr Kalita.
Dr. Sukmaya Lama
• Attended the 98th Orientation Programme at Rani
Durgavati Visvavidyalaya,Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh from
May 2, 2016 to May 28, 2016.
Dr. Tejasha Kalita

on 1" March, 2016.
Nflzibur Rahman

• Completed MA in Education from IDOL,GU in the month
of April, 2016

• Presented a paper titled "Cultural Influences on Abortion;
A Care-ethical Discussion", in the ICPR sponsored
Teachers Meet On "The Crisis of Multiple Identities in
the Contemporary World", organized by Dept. HSS, IIT
Guwahati during 15'" to 17"' February, 2016.

Dr. Neeva Rani Phukan
Dr. Trisha Dowerah Baruah

• Presented a Paper titled "Indianness in Padmanath
Gohainbaruah's Srikrishna"at UGC sponsored National

• Participated in the national seminar on 'New Media in

Seminar on Sahitya KandariPadmanath Gohain Boruah's

India : Current trends and future prospects' held on 30'"

Work and Literature at Karmashree Hiteswar Saikia

March, 2016 at Amity University, Madhya Pradesh and

College, Guwahati in collaboration with Centre for

organised by the Amity School ofCommunication, Amity

Studies in Humanities on 27'" & 28'" June,2016.

Pallavi Gogoi

• Invited as a resource person to conduct One-day Workshop
forB. Ed trainees on the Pieparation of Teaching Learning
Materials(TLMs)and Teaching aids through the creative
use of Art and Craft on 8"' April, 2016 at the Qomrul

Hoque School of Education, University of Science and
Technology, Meghalaya.
Dr. Prasenjit Das

• A paper entitled "The Notion of'Openness' in Indian ODL
System" has been published in the book Open and
Distance Learning System: Recent Developments(ISBN978-93-82112-28-0)by the School ofProfessional Studies,
NSOU, Kolkata.

University, Madhya Pradesh. The research paper 'Social

media and the growing incidence of cyber crime : issues
and concerns' has been published in an edited book 'New
Media in India : Current Trends and Future Prospects' by
Utkarsh Prakashan, Amity School of Communication,
Amity University, Madhya Pradesh in March,2016 bearing
ISBN : 978-93-84312-76-3

• The research paper 'New media as a tool for facilitating
learners' support services under ODL : A case study of
Krishna Kanta Handiqui State Open University' has been
published in an edited volume entitled 'New Media :

Issues, Challenges and Prospects' bearing ISBN : 978-81925001-8-1 in Febniary, 2016. The edited volume was
published as a part of the National Seminar held at the

Department of Mass Communication, Rashtrasant Tukadoji
Maharaj Nagpur University, Nagpur from 25'" to 26'"
February, 2016.
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